
RAPPORT IS INFLUENCE

People whose attention is internal
People who are listening with 
their whole body

They think about themselves, make
evaluations and judgements.  They
worry about and concentrate on what
just happened, what was just said, or
even what might happen next. They get
distracted.

Their intention is self-oriented

They are in a state of curiosity. Their
attention is entirely on the other
person.

Their intention is towards the other
person.

Their gaze is defocused or distracted. Their gaze is on the other person,
looking away occasionally to process
what the other person is saying.

Their body posture is independent of
what the other person is doing or
saying.

They match the other person's posture

Their language is 'I' and 'me' - centred.
They make statements and often
express beliefs as facts. They will bring
conversations back to themselves.

Their language is 'you'- centred and
they use key words and language
patterns that match the person they are
speaking to. They predominantly ask
open questions.

To find out someone's values, watch and listen. Pay attention to what excites them
and what changes their state to one of interest and curiosity. The more you
develop your sensory acuity, your awareness to notice even the smallest of
changes in the person with whom you are dealing, the more you will begin to be
able to determine when their state changes.

Watch out for skin colour changes, (blushing) it's a sure sign of matching each
others values and having fulfilment. 
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SHORTCUT TO BUILDING RAPPORT
Before contact

During contact with them

Thought provokers 

After the interaction

Choose the person or group of people with whom you would like to enhance the
rapport you have or expect to have.
Imagine yourself having the kind of rapport with them that you would really like.
Imagine yourself being connected to them in a way that fully respects who they are.

1.

2.
3.

4. Pay attention to how they communicate as much as, if not more than, to what they
communicate.
5. What is significant about their; a) behaviour b) language c) body language
Pick one of them to concentrate on. Even if you haven't met you can imagine their
characteristics.  
6. By being similar to this person, what do you detect as being important to them? IE.
Silence, integrity, sense preference, time, acknowledgement of feelings.
7. Monitor how the connection between you strengthens.

8. What made a difference
9. What else could you have done/could you do in future interactions.
10. How would you evaluate the strength of the connection between you?

Ask a friend to engage
in conversation with
you. Notice each time
your attention changes
from internal / external

How would you rate the 
 rapport you have with;
Your boss, a client, team
member, each of your
children, your life
partner, etc.

Choose one element per
day, IE. Head movement,
voice tone, body
movement. Pay attention
to that element for each
person you meet.

Consider who you follow
on Social Media. What
do they have in common
with yourself? Same
values, style,
preferences.

The next time you are in
company of others, pay
attention to their
posture and movements.
Listen to their voices and
the words they use.
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